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ABSTRACT 

The rms emittances calculated for beam distributions using 
computer simulations are frequently dominated by higher order 
aberrations. Thus there are substantial open areas in the phase 
space plots. It has long been observed t.hat the rms emittance is 
not an invariant to beam manipulations. The usual emittance 
ralculat,ion removes t,hc correlation bc+vcen transverse displace- 
ment and transverse momentum. In this paper, we explore the 
possibility of defining higher order correlations that can be re- 
moved from the distribution to result in a lower limit to the 
realizable emittance. The intent is that by inserting the correct 
combinations of linear lenses at the proper position, the beam 
may recombine in a way that cancels the effects of some higher 
order forces. An example might be the non-linear transverse 
space charge forces which cause a beam to spread. If the beam 
i? then refocused so that the same non-linear forces reverse the 
inward velocities, the resulting phase space distribution may rea- 
sonably approximate the original distribut,ion. The approach to 
findiug the location and strength of the proper lens to optimize 
the transported beam is based on work by Bruce Carlsten of Los 
Alamos Tat ional 1,aboratory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The motivation for this paper comes from the studies’ by 
the authors of a photocathode injector system for a linear ac- 
celcrator intended t,o be used for a Free Electron Laser (FEL). 
Tllis work was done in collaboration with Sheffield et uI., of Los 
r\lamos Nat,ional Laboratory and followed along the lines of t,he 
syste~n reported by Fraser.’ 

The methods used were reported by Hanerfeld,3 and in- 
volved tile extensive use of a Particle in Cell (PIC) progrant 
called XIASIi.4 Similar methods have been employed by Jones 
and I’et,rr”(‘) using different programs. Their results, while dif- 
feriug in detail, are substantially consistent with the results from 
hIASK. The results generally do not show the very low emittance 
needed for an FEL.7 It is possible to carefully adjust the pro- 
gram diagnostics to match t,hr cxprrimental conditions and get 
cubstan(ial agrctmcnt. The end result, however, is that a sig- 
Ilificant fraction of the emitted charge must be eliminated front 
consideration. 

.A different approach has bcrn followed by hIcDona1ds and 
by (“arlsten and Shefficld.g They have used versions of the cod<. 
PXR\lT,T,:2 to follow the beam tllrorlgh a longer section of thrl 
brginning of t.he acctlcrator than is practical using a fully elec- 
tromagnrt ic PIC code. The significant conclusion of thesr stud- 
ies is that it is possible to adjust componentk in such a way that 
emittance growth that occurs early in the injection process can 
be slilxtant~ially reduced in subscquc~nt bcam manipulations. 

\c’hilc most electron beam systems are emittance dominated. 
the 1asc)r l~l~otoc~atl~otle is a space chargcx doniinatc~tl system. For 
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space charge dominated systems which have been studied for the 
application of intense heavy ion beams for Heavy Ion Fusion, it 
has long been observed t.liat rms cmittance is not, conserk-cd.‘” 
Carlsten has gone one step further and established a systcm- 
atic way to examine sources of rmittancc growth and to design 
systems. principally solenoid Icriscs, to rccovrr th? cmittancr. 11 

‘I’he design process is analagous to inserting sextupolc lenses at 
sc~lrctrd positions in a nlagnetic beam t.ransport sJ,stem. The ill- 
tent of the present study is to specifically test Carlstcn‘s method 
for a simple case of a sliort slug of charge in a drift trllw wit11 a 
short solcnoitl lens to refocus the beam. 

2. TRANSPORT SIMULATION 

‘I’he beam transport silnuht ion was n1adc using the PI< 
code AlASK. A short slug , 350 picoscc~or~ds long, carrying 10.8 
nanocoulombs, is injrckd into a drift tube at 100 keV. The longi- 
tudinal distribution of the slug is trapezoidal and tile trans\-rr‘sc 
distribution is for a uniform beam. Thus the prohlcln fit,s the 
conditions for Carlslen’s criteria for “linear” fore-cs 011 the bear11 
particles. Noie howc,ver. that the radial forccls are uol the same 
on the ends of the slug as ill tile middle. ‘I‘hr initial contlitions 
arc for a perfectly parallel bean1 with zero emitlance. The ill- 
jection conditions were delibrrat.ely cllosrn to be low energy to 
avoid the generation of transient rf fields that could colnplicatc 
understanding. 

4 composition pictllre of the bunch as it traverses through 
the drift section is shown in Fig. I. Kate that, only one bunch is 
iu tile problem at a time. A short solenoid lens is locatcacl with 
it,s center at % = 28, 32 and 36 cm. rcspcrtivc,ly, for tlifferc3t 
runs. \Vitll the nominal nlagnel ic field (B,). the focal length of 
the Irns was found to I)? 22.2 celli iInc>lc>i,5. 
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Fig. 1. Purtidr dinsily plot f/,0/n Jl:1.TIi sh0wirr.q II slug 
of‘chargc, entering from the leJt, passing through a ,focn.+ 
ing lens and continuing essentially par~fdl~l. 

As the bcani begins t 0 expand transvrrsc,ly, the> V;VHI< forces 
al Ilif, mds of thr sl11g fail to forcf) the ollicr ~)articlcs away as 
fast as occux’s in tile crrltcr of the slug. Tliis results in the fan- 
shaped distribution sho\rn in the firsi fralrif, of Fig. 2: ivhich 
is located at % = 9 cm. The remaining frames of Fig. 2 are 
located aftc,r thr soklloid lens an<1 are at 2 = 30, 56. GO, 75, and 
57 cm., respectively. Tllr focusing lens is located at % = 38 CT,, 
for the rc3ults slrowr~ iii I:ig. 2. l<lliprcs superimposed on the 
particle distributions are appropriate for t hr phase space area 
and correlation for enlit talic-cs given I)y 
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The last two frames in Fig. 2 show some particles branching 
away from the main ensemble. These are particles that have 
crossed the axis because of their lack of space charge forces. 
Although these particles do not affect the emittance calculations 
signilicantly, they do signal the onset of what Carlsten” calls 
a,,it, where Q = l/f, f = focal length, and O,-,it is the focusing 
strength which begins to cause crossovers. 

28 cm. This results in a prediction of (YJ = 0.068, or focal length 
L = 15 cm, compared to the physical value of ‘22.2 noted earlier. 

Having found that a reasonably precise location for the emit- 
tance minimum exists for a fixed magnetic field, B,, it is interest- 
ing to try to vary the magnet to further reduce that minimum 
emittance. Accordingly, runs were made with B = B,f 5%. 
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pig. 2. Phase space plots from MASK following the case with the center of the focusing lens at Z = 28 cm. 

Figure 3 shows plots of emittance vs. Z for three locations of 
the coil. It, is notable that the minimum emittance is virtually 
the same for each of these curves. This is in agreement with 
Carlsten’s conclusion that the cmittance minimum can be pro- 
jected arbitrarily far away. There are, of course, limits as in this 
instance, the lens cannot be any stronger because of crossovers 
and cannot be much weaker and still have ihe beam reconverge 
at all. Another practical limit of these simulations is that it is 
difficult to expand the length of the drift tube and retain the 
same mesh resolution. Thus we have not explored the location 
of the cmittance nlinirnum over a very wide range. 

The emittance minimum does not occur near a beam waist, 
as expected, hut is in fact somewhat downstream as found here. 
The low part of the emittance curve, plotted as a function of Z, 
all occurs after the beam waist. For the case of the center of 
the solenoid at Z = 2S, the waist is at Z = 56 cm, which is very 
near the peak of the emittance curve. This may be because, for 
the reasons given above, there is very little convergence for this 
beam so that the waist is very near the lens. The emittance 
minimum for the case of the center of the solenoid at 28 cm, is 
at Z = 75 cm. The minimum emittance is expected to occur at 
a position z> measured from the center of the lens, if the focal 
strength of the lens is at = I/f, such that” 

CYL. = 2 
21 +z 
-QT.-: 

\I?t,h the ccntcr of the solenoid at Z = 28 cm, the distance from 
the lens to the location of the minimum emittance, z, is 47 cm. 
The distance z1 from the waist, at Z = 0 t,o the lens center is 

A slight, but perceptibly lower, minimum was found at 0.95 B,, 
as shown in Fig. 4. The case for 1.05 B,, not shown, resulted in 
higher emittance but was complicated by the crossover problem. 
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Fig. 3. Emittance vs. % for three locafions of the focusing 
lens. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing is a very preliminary look at some of the pre- 
dictions of Carlsten’s paper” in an attempt to find the logic 
in the disagreements between the methods of modeling. Qual- 
itative agreement was found, especially with the shape of the 
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Fig. 4. Emittance z’s, Z for the focusing lens at Z = 
2$ cm and two difference ualues for the magnetic field. 

curve of emittance as a function of Z. Specific predictions of 
lens strengths and the location of the beam waist relative to the 
emittance minimum were not confirmed, but the cause for this 
has not been determined. It could well be that the conditions 
of the test are not ideal. 
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